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In an era riddled with critiques of the relevance of classic international law, some have loudly given up on the subject, while others have placed their hopes in alternative mechanisms of global governance. One alternative is “soft law,” and nowhere is soft law more successful than in international financial regulation (IFR). Today, almost every bank of any size across the world has to keep similar amounts of money in its emergency reserve, cannot stake its future on complex derivatives or other forbidden trades, and faces oversight that, no matter where the bank is located, will be conducted in roughly similar ways, with roughly similar tools. And yet the promulgators of these rules consistently disavow their status as binding law.

These disavowals are disingenuous, and unpacking the reasons why has useful lessons for how international governance works, whether backed by treaty and custom or not. IFR works like traditional international law in three ways. It, like international law, depends on domestic institutions for implementation, although traditional international law has often sought to ignore the importance of any institution below the level of the state. IFR reminds us that the coordination of international interests comes with winners and losers, and therefore that the “mere coordination exercise” that international governance represents should not be dismissed, though traditional international law occasionally has been critiqued for that reason. And IFR emphasizes the necessarily messy way that fundamental legal principles are arrived at in international governance of any stripe—something I call the contestation principle. These features of both hard and soft law have been overlooked by both the traditionalists and critics of international law, but process-driven insights like them have much to tell us about both hard and soft law, which may not, in some ways, be so different after all.
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Introduction

We have reached the 40th year of an experiment in international governance. The experiment was to see if an architecture of global rules could be created if diplomats, treaties, and state custom were not used to build it. It was, in this way, a remarkable commitment to the concept of “soft law,” which, some have argued, is not law at all.

What can this experiment, which has transformed the landscape of international financial regulation (IFR), and, in turn, changed the way international governance has been done, tell us about international law? This Article examines the similarities. IFR, in three distinctive ways—in its reliance on debate and negotiation for principles, in its purpose as a coordinative exercise, and in its reliance on domestic institutions for legal enforcement—can help us make sense of what turns out to be cognate phenomena in international law; these phenomena have subjected the discipline to criticism, even though, in IFR, they count as strengths.

Moreover, the forty-year long experiment in IFR can tell us how porous the boundaries between law and non-law are in the international system. This porousness is a signal of the strength of global governance, rather than its weakness. In a time when scholars such as Eric Posner question...
the very use of thinking about international law as any kind of law at all, and when critics like Jack Goldsmith and Curt Bradley would prefer that American courts confine it to its most formal contracts—dually executed treaties—some perspective about the way that international law resembles other strong versions of international governance is surely due.3

The innovations that have marked the critical, and yet highly vulnerable lynchpin of global prosperity are worth attention in their own right.4 In IFR, domestic bureaucrats, rather than diplomats, have been used to interact with their foreign counterparts, and treaties have been rejected as a burdensome bother, likely only to slow the process of international collaboration.5 The other principal source of international law in addition to treaties, the custom of countries,6 has been beside the point, as the goal was to create a new, robust architecture of financial supervision, rather than to tease out the legal force of practices already in place.

IFR, in other words, has rejected custom, treaty, and diplomacy: the pillars and mechanisms of public international law.


4. A well-known statement of the importance of banks may be found in the ruminations of E. Gerald Corrigan, eminent former chair of the New York Fed. See E. GERALD CORRIGAN, ARE BANKS SPECIAL? FED. RESERVE BANK OF MINNEAPOLIS ANN. REP. (1982) for the argument that banking is central to economic health, because, among other things, “banks are the primary source of liquidity for all other classes and sizes of institutions, both financial and nonfinancial” and “are the transmission belt for monetary policy.” See also Mark Olson, Governor, Fed. Reserve Bd., Speech at the Annual Washington Conference of the Institute of International Bankers: Are Banks Still Special? (Mar. 13, 2006), http://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/speech/olson20060313a.htm (reflecting on Corrigan’s paper and concluding that indeed, a “strong case can be made that banks continue to be special”). The same thing goes for the financial markets more generally. See, e.g., John O. McGinnis, The Decline of the Western Nation State and the Rise of the Regime of International Federalism, 18 CARDOZO L. REV. 903, 913 (1996) (“Global capital markets and trade are now acknowledged to be an indispensable source of prosperity.”); Hernando de Soto, Left Out of the Game of Capitalism, THE GLOBALIST, July 7, 2001, available at http://www.theglobalist.com/DBWeb/StoryId.aspx?StoryId=2076 (“The lifeblood of capitalism is not the Internet or fast-food franchises. It is capital. Only capital provides the means to support specialization -and the production and exchange of assets in an expanded market. It is capital that is the source of increasing productivity and therefore the wealth of nations.”).

5. CHRISTOPHER BRUMMER, SOFT LAW AND THE GLOBAL FINANCIAL SYSTEM: RULEMAKING IN THE 21ST CENTURY (2012) (arguing that the mechanisms underlying IFR are coercive).

6. See Anthea Elizabeth Roberts, Traditional and Modern Approaches to Customary International Law: A Reconciliation, 95 AM. SOC’Y OF INT’L L. 757 (2001) (“Custom is generally considered to have two elements: state practice and opinio juris. State practice refers to general and consistent practice by states, while opinio juris means that the practice is followed out of a belief of legal obligation.”).
Moreover, IFR has, in large part, been an effective regulatory enterprise, one that addressed a problem posed by a productive but risky industry that had started to spread both its production, and its risk, across borders.\(^7\) In 1974, scores of financial intermediaries operated all over the world.\(^8\) They encountered bespoke, idiosyncratic, and inconsistent oversight, even on such fundamental questions as to how they should prepare for crises.\(^9\) American banks, for example, held six percent of their capital in reserve to deal with emergencies, while others, such as Japanese banks, did not have to hold any.\(^10\)

Today, almost every bank of any size across the world is required to hold much more capital in reserve—roughly 8-10 percent.\(^11\) Banks are restricted from engaging in certain transactions the world over, and face oversight that, regardless of the jurisdiction, has been committed to approach the job of supervising financial institutions in roughly similar


\(^11\) The standard is approximate because the capital that must be held depends on the size of the bank, the nature of its activities, and other factors. Traditionally, the global rule is supposed to require at least 8.5% as a ratio between very safe capital and other assets; the FDIC has indicated that the reserve ratio for large, well-capitalized banks will be 10%. See FDIC, Letter, Regulatory Capital Rules: Regulatory Capital, Implementation of Basel III, Minimum Regulatory Capital Ratios, Capital Adequacy, and Transition Provisions, available at https://www.fdic.gov/news/news/financial/2012/fil12025.html (2012); see generally, Edward C. Skipton, Mexican Banks: Get Ahead of New Global Capital Standards, Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas, https://www.dallasfed.org/assets/documents/research/swe/2012/swe1203g.pdf.
ways, with roughly similar tools.\textsuperscript{12}

The burdens of this global regulatory enterprise have not fallen equally. The developing world has had little say in the formulation of IFR.\textsuperscript{13} Unequal treatment has also fallen on banks of some developed economies. Japanese banks were left with substantially larger burdens because of this process than were American or European banks.\textsuperscript{14} And the international effort to harmonize and improve the regulation of the important conduits of global finance has hardly banished financial crises from the globe (in fact, some argue that the new financial regulation has contributed to them).\textsuperscript{15} But there can be no doubt that those standards changed the way that banks, brokers, insurers, and publicly traded companies finance their operations.\textsuperscript{16}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{12} These agreements are reflected in the work of networks like the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, which has created the capital adequacy rules that have been unified and revised periodically since 1988 as the Basel Capital Accord. The capital accord’s latest iteration is given in Basel III. See International Regulatory Framework for Banks (Basel III), BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENTS, http://www.bis.org/bcbs/basel3.htm (last visited Jan. 22, 2013).
\item \textsuperscript{13} Aldo Caliari, Assessing Global Regulatory Impacts of the U.S. Subprime Mortgage Meltdown: International Banking Supervision and the Regulation of Credit Rating Agencies, 19 TRANSNAT’L L. & CONTEMP. PROBS. 145, 195 (2010) (observing that the emerging financial regulatory standard have been devised with “little representation from developing countries”).
\item \textsuperscript{14} A study by the European Central Bank observed that “The original Basel Capital Accord has been discussed extensively in Japan and some observers saw it as a conspiracy of certain Western banks in order to halt the international expansion of the relatively undercapitalized Japanese banks.” Adrian van Rixtel, Ioanna Alexopoulos & Kimie Harada, The New Basel Capital Accord and Its Impact on Japanese Banking: A Qualitative Analysis, in The New Basel Capital Accord 371–429 (Benton E. Gup ed., 2004). The Bank for International Settlements tried to quantify the disparity of the impact of the Basel Capital Accord for global banks; the institution had particular sympathy for Japanese banks. See Patricia Jackson, et al., Bank for Int’l Settlements, Capital Requirements and Bank Behavior: The Impact of the Basle Accord (Basle Comm. on Banking Supervision, Working Paper No. 1, 2000), available at http://www.bis.org/publ/bcbs_wp1.pdf. But the losers of the financial regulatory globalization process were not only located in East Asia. Belgian banks, for example, had to increase the amount of capital in their reserves by 1.7%; international financial regulatory efforts and other countries were affected even more. Id.
\item \textsuperscript{15} See, e.g., Robert P. Bartlett, III, Making Banks Transparent, 65 VAND. L. REV. 293, 322 (2012) (“Even before the Financial Crisis, the Basel Committee’s decision to allow certain banks to use their internal credit risk models to determine their regulatory capital was met with significant opposition in part because of concerns about uncertainties surrounding quantitative modeling of credit risk. That these same credit risk models were also used for pricing the credit derivatives at the heart of the Financial Crisis only served to accentuate this criticism.”).
\item \textsuperscript{16} 1974 is often identified as the starting point for the IFR system. That year, a small German bank—Bank Herstatt—and a small American one—the Franklin National Bank—failed, throwing the world’s capital markets into completely unexpected turmoil. See Hu, supra note 7 (discussing the crises); Ethan Kapstein, Resolving the Regulator’s Dilemma: International Coordination of Banking Regulations, 43 INT’L ORG. 323, 328–29 (1989) (citing the bank failures as “crucial in bringing about a paradigmatic change” in the attitudes of banking officials” around the world). The turmoil was caused by weaknesses in the global payments system; it turned out the counterparties to these banks did not know exactly what recourse they had, or that they were supposed to be monitoring the safety and soundness of their counterparties. Kapstein, supra, at 328. In the after-
In doing so, the system of IFR has begun to adopt legal principles that look like those adopted by formal economic legal systems like the EU and WTO.\textsuperscript{17} It receives organized attention from heads of state and finance ministers.\textsuperscript{18} It has also started to offer regulated industry the courtesy of procedures familiar to students of domestic administrative law.\textsuperscript{19}

All of this amounts to a form of soft law that nonetheless meets the standard definition of what international economic law is supposed to achieve. The Restatement (Third) of International Law provides that “the law of international economic relations in its broadest sense includes all the international law and international agreements governing economic transactions that cross state boundaries or that otherwise have implication for more than one state, such as those involving the movement of . . . funds.”\textsuperscript{20} IFR, with no assistance from treaties, has provided the rules for the movement of funds that have implications for more than one state.\textsuperscript{21} It is a crucial variant of the “law of international economic relations” of which the Restatement speaks.

But IFR makes no pretense to be traditional public international law. As one of the primary lawyers on the committee responsible for creating those burdensome capital rules has said, rather representatively, “[t]he Committee does not possess any formal supranational supervisory authority. Its conclusions do not have, and were never intended to have, legal
force."22 A former chair of that committee has also assured everyone that "its conclusions do not have, and were never intended to have, legal force."23 The sort of governance embodied by IFR is, instead, an alternative to public international law.24

In one sense, it is a very different alternative. Kal Raustiala has observed that the sort of network-based, soft law governance offered by IFR might present international lawmakers with a choice to regulate informally or to pursue a legal regime governed by the formal strictures.25 Raustiala predicted that this alternative might present a challenge to public international law that could "reduce the relative importance or ‘share’ of cooperative activity governed by treaties."26 Others have agreed.27

But sometimes alternatives, at least in legal regulation, are not as different as they otherwise seem.28 For, as it turns out, public international law creates a great deal of its necessarily fuzzy content through contestation, though international lawyers are often loath to admit it, just like IFR. Public international law could and should embrace its role as a coordinator of interests, as IFR has done. Moreover, public international law depends on domestic enforcement of cross-border rules just as IFR does, a dependence that is often obscured in classic international legal doctrine.29 The basic structure of IFR, in short, can help us understand what we can expect from international law, and also suggests what it is unlikely to offer those interested in effective international governance.

Reflecting on these points of comparison also offers some insights about IFR as well. Much scholarship on IFR, and the networks like it, have


25. See, e.g., Andrew T. Guzman, The Design of International Agreements, 16 EUR. J. INT’L L. 579, 612 (2005) (noting that "the choice of form (i.e., treaty v. soft law) can be traded off against the substance of an agreement").


correctly focused on the differences posed by the phenomenon. Chris Brummer characterizes it as a return to, and even a triumph of, soft law.\textsuperscript{30} Raustiala, as we have observed, thought the network style governance epitomized by finance would pose an alternative to traditional legal doctrine.\textsuperscript{31} It is these differences, in many ways, which make the subject worth studying.

But the distinctions should not obscure the ways that IFR works like the governance system perceived to be its alternative. Instead, IFR shows that international governance, because of its horizontality, its tastes for consensus and decentralization, and other reasons, can look similar whether conducted through treaty, custom, or some other, less formal, mechanism.

This Article explores these lessons, beginning in Part I with a section on the importance of domestic institutions in IFR and international law, continuing in Part II with a section on coordination, and, in Part III, considering the role of contestation in setting international legal principles, a contestation that is paradoxically furthered by the preference for consensus in both IFR and international law. The section on domestic institutions will compare international financial regulation to a variety of international legal projects, while the section on cooperation will feature a case study on the development of international accounting standards. The section on contestation will focus on a comparison of the achievements of IFR with some selected achievements in international criminal law.

The Article then concludes with a brief observation about the place of process in international law—for it is in process that IFR is surprisingly comparable to public international law. Since the New Haven School has faded from view, international legal scholars have ignored process and instead focused on doctrine. We would be wise to resurrect some of the interests of that school of thought, if not necessarily its methodology, in thinking about the future of international governance.

I. Legitimation Though Domestic Institutions

In this section, I argue that international law’s traditional focus on international interaction between states ignores many of the ways that transnational legal obligations actually get made. This is exclusively the case for IFR, but is more commonly the case than one might expect in traditional public international law. Understanding the way that IFR achieves its legitimacy—through a series of domestic processes, rather than through an international one gleaned from state practice and treaty commitment—offers a perspective on public international law that can draw attention away from the old problematic categorization of sources, and towards the way that real obligation of international commitments is felt by states.

\textsuperscript{30} Brummer, supra note 5.

\textsuperscript{31} Raustiala, supra note 26.
A. The Traditional International Law View

The defining “lawness” of international law is supposed to come through its recognition as such by states. The rather magical nature of this elevation to legal obligation has often mystified observers, and made the communicants of the old time international law religion firm believers in transubstantiation—the change of discretionary acts to evidence of legal compliance, and therefore of the existence of law itself.

Particularly in the case of custom—where states comply with their legal obligations not because of some explicit treaty or contractual commitment, but rather because of a more diffuse sense that they, through their actions, recognize the commitment to be a legally binding one—the moment at which inclination turns into legal obligation is awfully difficult to discern.

Consider the Supreme Court’s view on customary international law in The Paquete Habana. As the court famously observed: Like all of the laws of nations, it rests upon the common consent of civilized communities . . . . [I]t is recognition of the historical fact that by common consent of mankind these rules have been acquiesced in as of general obligation.

The language is famous but quite difficult to pin down. The search is for state-level “common consent,” although it is not always easy to know how that consent, evidenced by the conduct of the amalgam of actors known as the state, would be expressed. Understanding that consent exists because of a sense—again, by the state itself—of “general obligation” is just as tricky to pin down.

32. Statute of the International Court of Justice art. 32(1). The statute is generally thought to be the best statement of the traditional sources of international law. As Jenny Martinez has explained, Article 38 of the ICJ’s statute (which provides the canonical list of sources of international law, and is generally followed by other courts as well) directs the court to apply treaties, “international custom, as evidence of a general practice accepted as law,” and “the general principles of law recognized by civilized nations.” It lists judicial decisions—along with “teachings of the most qualified publicists of the various nations”—as a “subsidiary” means for determining the content of international law.


33. Cf. Thomas M. Franck, Legitimacy in the International System, 82 Am. J. Int’l L. 705, 740 (1988) (“The excommunicate priest who elevates the host before the altar in a fraudulent Eucharist is left holding only bread and wine because his invalid orders cannot effect the miracle of transubstantiation.”).

34. There is some debate on the question, however. As Catherine Powell has observed, “In response to revisionist critics who claim federal courts are restricted from interpreting customary international law on federalism grounds, scholars who follow the traditional approach have defended the authority of federal courts in interpreting customary international law.” Catherine Powell, Dialogic Federalism: Constitutional Possibilities for Incorporation of Human Rights Law in the United States, 150 U. Pa. L. Rev. 245, 283–84 (2001). What is clear is that the boundary between custom and obligation is awfully hard to discern, and Powell’s positive account of it is so carefully done as to amount to some evidence about the countervailing case.

35. The Paquete Habana, 175 U.S. 677 (1900).

36. Id. at 711.
It is accordingly unsurprising that the evidence resorted to in *The Paquette Habana* to discern opinio juris by the states looks quite selectively done. To discern evidence of custom, the Court examined orders issued by English King Henry IV in the early 15th century during a war with France, a treaty made between the Holy Roman Empire and France in the 16th century, treaties between the United States, Prussia, and Mexico, a British case concerning a Dutch fishing vessels, and Japanese state practice in relation to Chinese vessels.37

It all appears to be quite ad hoc, and hardly comprehensive. As with any kind of precedent selection, suspicions of selection bias and aggressive interpretation rear their heads.38

For these reasons, customary international law, with its uncomfortably pliable methods of discerning state practice, has become the sort of international law most likely to be assaulted by critics of the enterprise.39 While few international lawyers doubt that custom is something on which nations rely in some cases—if the United States was not able to rely on customary international law as a mechanism to give it some consistent approach to treaty interpretation consistent with that set forth in the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, then it would have a difficult time concluding treaties of any sort40—custom is international law at its most mysterious.

But even treaties, though more straightforward to limn, turn on difficult contract-like questions as to whether there has been a meeting of the minds between the states—as if states had minds.41 It is just as difficult to attribute a purpose to a state, though treaties are regularly interpreted to give effect to those purposes.42 Article 31 of the Vienna Convention of the Law of Treaties, the canonical statement of how international lawyers are

37. Id.
38. Indeed, it is fair to say that, given the broad array of data sources that can reveal the state practice so critical for interpreting opinio juris, some of the discomfort with the doctrine is attributable to the hard-to-pin-down evidence of it.
41. See Curtis J. Mahoney, *Treaties As Contracts: Textualism, Contract Theory, and the Interpretation of Treaties*, 116 YALE L.J. 824, 857 (2007) (admitting that “the notion of overlapping consent or a “meeting of the minds” may be as much a legal fiction in the treaty context”).
42. For a critique of the effort to try to discern the object and purpose of the treaty by looking to state practice, see George Letsas, *Strasbourg’s Interpretive Ethic: Lessons for the International Lawyer*, 21 EUR. J. INT’L L. 509, 512 (2010).
supposed to approach the task of treaty interpretation, provides that “[a] treaty shall be interpreted in good faith in accordance with the ordinary meaning to be given to the terms of the treaty in their context and in the light of its object and purpose.”43 But the purpose behind Russia or Brazil’s decision to enter into an international compact is always unlikely to be clear. Even the object of a treaty, assuming it is derived from the meeting of the “minds” of two duly recognized polities, is always unlikely to be anything other than difficult to discern.

Interpreting the regard states have for jus cogens is an even more fraught exercise.44 These preemptory norms are essentially supercharged customary norms from which derogation is not permitted;45 they are also principles of international law accepted by the international community, and, as such, are subject to all of the interpretive difficulties of custom, albeit with even fiercer debates as to which norms, precisely, have arisen to the exalted status of preemptory. The Restatement (Third) of Foreign Relations Law mentions prohibitions on genocide, slavery, and torture, but hard-headed lawyers might wonder how often at least two of those norms are honored in the breach.46 The International Law Committee admitted in 1963 that “there is not as yet any generally accepted criterion by which to identify a general rule of international law as having the character of jus cogens.”47

In each of these cases, much of the interpretive difficulty involves trying to think about what a state is thinking. Of course, states don’t think; the people serving them think, negotiate treaties, take actions that they believe to be legally required, and so on. As Peter Malanczuk observes, “[t]here is clearly something artificial about trying to analyze the psychology of collective entities such as states.”48

But the bind would appear to be a difficult one to escape. Classical international law doctrine is based on a recognition of the modern sovereign state as the only subject of international law.49 That system has, of course, changed with the advent of human rights and investor protections of individual claims, which make substate actors worthy of the attention of public international law.50 But still the state remains central in interna-

44. Jus cogens is the Latin term for non-derogable principles of international law.
46. See RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF FOREIGN RELATIONS LAW § 702, cmt n. (noting that “[n]ot all human rights norms are peremptory norms”).
48. PETER MALANCZUK, AKEHURST’S MODERN INTRODUCTION TO INTERNATIONAL LAW 44 (7th ed. 1997).
49. Id. at 10.
50. Id.
tional legal efforts, or at least so it has long been argued by traditionalists.  

B. The Approach in IFR

Observers of international financial regulation do not spend their time wondering what France “believes” or what the United States “wants” from a capital adequacy arrangement. In IFR, legitimation does not happen mysteriously on the international level, where the difference between “legal” and “not legal” is often reflected by descending into the subconscious of a state and the reasons for its compliance with or disregard of a particular principle of international relations IFR is never legal once agreed to in Basel, Switzerland, or by a resolution of the International Organization of Securities Commissioners. As Daniel Lefort, the General Counsel of the Bank for International Settlements has observed, “IFR formulates broad supervisory standards and guidelines and recommends statements of best practices in the expectation that individual authorities will take steps to implement them through detailed arrangements—statutory or otherwise—which are best suited to their own national systems.” In other words, it obtains its legitimation through domestic institutions—through the agencies that, once they agree on an international standard, go home and implement the standard. 

If anything, IFR has taken the domestic legalization component of what it does to an extreme. While international financial policymakers tend to disclaim what they do as legally binding as loudly as Lefort does across the spectrum of market regulation, the domestic component has been elevated in the very way that IFR is celebrated.

It relies, for example, upon peer review to ensure compliance with its mandates—a policy that itself suggests the importance of the domestic role in the peers that are being reviewed. Peer review as practiced by the financial regulatory networks is review of agencies by other agencies. It involves some invited visitation, the perusal of reports prepared by countries that have joined the organization, and some free-riding on the Financial Sector Assessment Program (FSAP) analyses conducted by the International Monetary Fund. But the way it

51. Id.
52. See Lefort, supra note 22 at ¶ 172.
53. Id.
works—domestic regulators reviewing other domestic regulators to see whether they are meeting their international commitments—underscores that even the international interactions of financial regulators are premised on their taking domestic acts.

The attachment in IFR to the principle of subsidiarity, with its attendant preference for action by smaller units of government where possible, also illustrates the importance of domestic institutions.56 Subsidiarity is an essential feature of the soft law institutions of IFR.57 Because the financial regulators who participate in IFR cannot hope to mandate global standards—an occupational hazard of entities unwilling to go through the formal process of institutionalization through a treaty and accordingly ever willing to claim that they are not lawmakers—they can only agree on them, and rely on their members to do the hard work of enforcement and implementation.

The reliance on municipal law is clear, but it does not make IFR a global governance outlier. A great deal of formal, public international law turns on legitimation through domestic institutions. Consider the following implications posed by the way that hard and soft law look alike in their embrace of domestic institutions.

1. Subsidiarity

By relying on domestic agencies to implement international agreements—and by constantly reiterating that it is through domestic implementation alone in which legal legitimacy lies—international financial regulation has made a particularly strong commitment to a particular kind of delegation.58 While the European Union is famous for institutionalizing “subsidiarity,” or the delegation of decision-making away from Brussels and to the states and provinces, IFR practices it particularly eagerly when it comes to the implementation of its rules.59

In Europe, the principle of subsidiarity is part of the treaty establish-
ing the European Community in Amsterdam.\textsuperscript{60} No less a Europeanist than Sir Leon Britton suggested that the principle, while in theory designed to reduce the power of Europe writ large, was “one of the most important modifications to the Community’s constitution since 1957.”\textsuperscript{61} Subsidiarity is meant to push the source of regulation to the most local level possible, and, in particular, keep it out of Brussels, unless, “by reason of the scale or effects of the proposed action, [can] be better achieved at Union level.”\textsuperscript{62}

Moreover, like subsidiarity in IFR, the EU variant is meant to leave the work of policy implementation to the agencies within each member country when Brussels does act; in those cases, EU Directives are to provide a “legislative template;” once issued, they vest broad discretion in Member States to implement the basic tenets in whatever forms and by whatever methods the Member States deem fit.\textsuperscript{63}

But there is quite a bit of this sort of subsidiarity in traditional international law, too, and it is not only found in Europe. In the Medellin case, the Supreme Court found that local preferences on domestic criminal law could even trump that of the International Court of Justice, which the federal government chose, mildly, to heed, but which lawyers in the state of Texas entirely ignored.\textsuperscript{64} Despite no particularly ideological leanings in the practice, some conservative legal commentators have identified succor in some transnational, but particularly federalist principles to international policies adopted by states and localities.\textsuperscript{65} The tolerance of the

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{61} Speech by Sir Leon Brittan, Vice-Pres. of the European Communities, Subsidiarity in the Constitution of the European Community, Robert Schuman Lecture, European University Institute (June 11, 1992), in Europe Doc. No. 1786.
\item \textsuperscript{62} \textit{Understanding the WTO: The Organization - Whose WTO is it anyway?}, \textsc{World Trade Organization}, http://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/whatis_e/tif_e/ogll_e.htm (Last visited Nov. 17, 2015) (“The WTO is ‘member-driven’, with decisions taken by consensus among all member governments.”); \textit{Groups in the Negotiations}, \textsc{World Trade Organization}, http://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/dda_e/negotiating_groups_e.htm (Last visited Nov. 17, 2014) (Listing member coalitions within the WTO).
\item \textsuperscript{63} Swaine, supra note 62, at 10-11.
\item \textsuperscript{64} For a news story on the Texas perspective in the Medellin case, see Mark Whittington, \textit{Ted Cruz Touts Role in Medellin Supreme Court Case}, \textsc{Yahoo News}, (Mar. 21, 2012), http://article.wn.com/view/2012/03/21/Ted_Cruz_Touts_Role_in_Medellin_Supreme_Court_Case/.
\item \textsuperscript{65} See, e.g., Nancy Alexander, \textit{Saved by the States? The Vienna Convention on Consular Relations, Federal Government Shortcomings, and Oregon’s Rescue}, 15 Lewis & Clark L. Rev. 819, 841-42 (2011) (discussing the federal government’s inability to control state compliance with U.S. consular notification obligations in the wake of the Medellin holding and noting that, despite this deficiency, state legislatures such as Oregon’s have taken measures to ensure regulatory bodies are aware of their obligations under applicable treaties); Hathaway, supra note 55, at 322 (discussing state-level application of treaty obligations and postulating that the implementation takes three general forms: voluntary enactment where the U.S. has not enforced a treaty against the states; concurrent enactment where state legislation works in tandem with federal implementing laws, or inde-
engagement of these states and localities with international conventions and the like is another way that subsidiarity plays an important role in international law implementation in the United States, as is the reliance on local institutions—family courts, for example—for the observance of international treaties like the Convention on the Civil Aspects of International Child Abduction.66

The European Union, as we have noted, is deeply committed to subsidiarity, as the delegation of European law to enforcement and implementation by national courts and agencies is a hallmark of the international economic arrangement.67 But it is not the only international organization that has made this sort of commitment. Subsidiarity is a principle implicitly adopted by the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN),68 the
Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS), and other communities that seek to pursue economic integration while preserving domestic sovereignty.

Not every international economic arrangement practices subsidiarity; it is not really a feature of the WTO, for instance, though that organization tolerates regional arrangements. But the delegation down is a feature of IFR that is shared by regional organizations pursuing integration cautiously, but not without ambition. For such institutions, subsidiarity can be a strategy of the formal legality possessed.

2. Extraterritoriality

Extraterritoriality has long been an interest of international lawyers, even though it, like IFR, is largely an example of the practice of domestic agencies and courts, rather than states. Interest in the subject grew largely because in the wake of World War II, American agencies and courts rather aggressively applied their own rules to foreign companies, while in the wake of the Maastricht Treaty, the EU did something similar, as Anu Bradford has observed. To define the phenomenon is to understand that its controversy lies in the ordinarily domestic focus of its practitioners.

Extraterritoriality is a particular obsession of United States regulators,
and their critics.\textsuperscript{75} Justice Holmes in 1908 reminded his readers of “the general and almost universal rule... that the character of an act as lawful or unlawful must be determined wholly by the law of the country where the act is done.”\textsuperscript{76} But everything changed for American courts and agencies in 1945, when, the Second Circuit, sitting for the Supreme Court, promulgated the famous—or infamous, depending on your point of view—“effects test” holding that U.S. legislation or regulation would apply in any case in which foreign conduct was intended to and did in point of fact affect American commerce.\textsuperscript{77} Of late, courts and agencies have approached extraterritoriality with more caution.\textsuperscript{78}

Although associated with American regulatory arrogance, the extraterritoriality of law is not an exclusively American phenomenon. The Permanent Court of International Justice declared in the \textit{Lotus Case} that “the territoriality of criminal law... is not an absolute principle of international law and by no means coincides with territorial sovereignty.”\textsuperscript{79} And, as Bradford has reminded us, Europe has become an important practitioner of extraterritoriality, famously prohibiting a merger between two American companies—GE and Honeywell—that American regulators had approved in 1999, and playing an important role in sanctioning Microsoft for tying new products through its monopoly in computer operating systems.\textsuperscript{80}

It is the work of antitrust regulators,\textsuperscript{81} and the plaintiffs’ securities


\textsuperscript{76} Am. Banana Co. v. United Fruit Corp., 213 U.S. 347, 356 (1909). Holmes was paraphrasing the holding in \textit{The Apollon}, which provided that “the laws of no nations can be justly extended beyond its own territory.” 22 U.S. 362, 370 (1824).

\textsuperscript{77} United States v. Aloca, 148 F.2d 416, 443–44 (2d Cir. 1945).


\textsuperscript{79} The S.S. Lotus (Fr. v. Turk.), 1927 P.C.I.J. (ser. A) No. 10 (Sept. 7).


\textsuperscript{81} The Supreme Court has broadly permitted the extraterritorial application of American antitrust. See Hartford Fire Ins. Co. v. California, 509 U.S. 764, 820 (1993) (Scalia, J., dissenting) (opposing the assertion of extraterritorial jurisdiction by Con-
class action bar, that animates this question of such interest to international lawyers.\textsuperscript{82} These domestic institutions simply illustrate that a traditionally fertile area of international legal scholarship is not simply a matter of the legal practice of states, as divorced from the regulatory predilections of the agencies within those states.

3. 	extbf{Broadly Observed Human Rights}

The relevance of domestic institutions to realizing global values applies even to matters of international law that some would argue have risen to the level of \textit{jus cogens},\textsuperscript{83} or something quite close to it. Perhaps the way to characterize them is as broadly observed rights, which may be implemented by treaty, but are often posited to reach those countries not party to the treaty.

Consider human rights. The parties to the International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights, which includes rights to self-determination, to be treated “without discrimination of any kind as to race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status,” and to a panoply of other social rights, has been signed and ratified by the vast majority of the countries in the world.\textsuperscript{84}...
The states that have ratified the ICESCR Convention, however, have committed only to enforcing the tenets of the convention through monitoring via a body known as a committee on economic and cultural social rights established by a so-called Economic and Social Council.\(^{85}\) The monitoring mechanism does not provide for state against state, or individual against state, complaints, and the council does not offer dispute resolution services. Instead, as part of the convention, the council provides opportunities for states to show that they have taken steps in their domestic set-ups to implement the commitments they have undertaken.\(^{86}\)

Similarly, a state that ratifies the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, which includes rights against discrimination, freedom from torture and slavery, and the liberty and security of the person, is monitored by the UN’s Human Rights Committee, rather than subjected to judicial review.\(^{87}\) As the HRC has stated, “Where there are inconsistencies between domestic law and the Covenant, article 2 requires that the domestic law or practice be changed to meet the standards imposed by the Covenant’s substantive guarantees.”\(^{88}\) But the committee is comprised of nothing more than “independent experts,” and their chief task is dialogue.\(^{89}\) The committee monitors implementation by receiving reports and, in light of the reports and the research of its members, measures the steps taken to comply with the treaty.\(^{90}\)

\(^{85}\) Shortcomings of the council and challenges to its effectiveness have been apparent since its creation. For a general discussion of the obstacles confronted by the council, see Phillip Alston, *Out of the Abyss: The Challenges Confronting the New U.N. Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights*, 9 HUM. RTS. Q. 332 (1987). As Barbara Stark has observed, “[a]s part of ICESCR compliance, ratifying nations prepare self-monitoring reports that document their efforts, successes, and failures to “progressively achieve” the goals set out in ICESCR. These “country reports” are reviewed by the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (the “Committee”).” Barbara Stark, *Economic Rights in the United States and International Human Rights Law: Toward an “Entirely New Strategy.”*, 44 HASTINGS L.J. 79, 89 (1992).


states have taken to implement the government’s rights and commenting on those reports. The committee then sends written comments to each state regarding their implementation of the ICCPR.

The point is a straightforward one. Many of the mechanisms for the protection of fundamental human rights value domestic implementation, and make it (as scrutinized by monitors and critics) the mechanism used to do the actual work of realizing international commitments—a process that students of IFR would find familiar—while leaving international oversight to a rather flexible sort of peer review and monitoring.

4. Dualism

The experience of international financial regulation helps to underscore how likely soft law is to be dualist, rather than monist. IFR is entirely dualist, which raises the question as to whether traditional international law can be so committed to its purportedly monist roots.

The dualism/monism distinction is one of the traditional battlegrounds of international law. The question is whether international law is the governing domestic law of a country party to it, or whether international law only binds domestic actors like courts when duly enacted through domestic legislation or some other domestically cognizable legal

90. As the HRC puts it on its website;
All States parties are obliged to submit regular reports to the Committee on how the rights are being implemented. States must report initially one year after acceding to the Covenant and then whenever the Committee requests (usually every four years). The Committee examines each report and addresses its concerns and recommendations to the State party in the form of “concluding observations.”


91. See id.

92. Curt Bradley has explained the difference between monism and dualism as follows:
Traditionally, the debate regarding the relationship between international law and domestic law has been described as a debate between “monism” and “dualism.” See generally J.G. Starke, Monism and Dualism in the Theory of International Law, 17 Brit. Y.B. Int’l L. 66 (1936) (describing this debate). In essence, the monist view is that international law and domestic law are “component parts of a ‘universal legal order’ in which international law has a certain supremacy.” Mark W. Janis, An Introduction to International Law 84 (3d ed. 1999). Thus, in its most extreme form, monism would require, among other things, that domestic courts “give effect to international law, notwithstanding inconsistent domestic law, even domestic law of constitutional character.” Louis Henkin, International Law: Politics and Values 64 (1995). The dualist view, by contrast, is that international law and domestic law are “two separate, mutually independent legal orders that regulate quite different matters and have quite different sources.” Hans Kelsen, Principles of International Law 553 (2d ed. 1966). Under this view, international law is to be applied by domestic courts only when it has been transformed into domestic law pursuant to the rules of the domestic system. Curtis A. Bradley, The Charming Betsy Canon and Separation of Powers: Rethinking the Interpretive Role of International Law, 86 Geo. L.J. 479, 537 n.102 (1998).

93. See Henkin, supra note 96, at 64.
A dualist view “assumes that international law and municipal law are two separate legal systems which exist independently of each other.”\textsuperscript{95} Monists understand international law and domestic law as components of a single legal institution, with international law occupying a position of supremacy over the local variant.\textsuperscript{96}

But in IFR, although international agreements provide the contents for domestic regulation, thinking of their role as supreme misses the point. The international arena is where policy is formulated.\textsuperscript{97} But it is the local arena where legal obligation is maintained.\textsuperscript{98} The radically dualist nature of IFR differs from some traditional accounts of public international law, but it is consistent with the emerging American consensus as to how that law works.

Consider the Free Zones case, thought to be a stalwart of the monist vision, in which the Permanent Court of International Justice held that “it is certain that France cannot rely on her own legislation to limit the scope of her international obligations.”\textsuperscript{99} IFR works the opposite way. France depends on its own legislation to give any force whatsoever to the scope of its international obligations.

Similarly the rule found in Article 27 of the Vienna Convention of the Law of Treaties providing that “a party may not invoke the provisions of its internal law as justifications for its failure to perform a treaty” is subject to a similar revision when the question is one of financial regulation.\textsuperscript{100}

The powerful dualist tendency underscored by financial regulation reaches into areas long claimed by monists, such as the implementation of treaties. America is a traditionally dualist system,\textsuperscript{101} but in recent years it has particularly insisted on distinguishing between the ratification of an international commitment and its relevance as a source of legal obligation.


\textsuperscript{95} MALANCZUK, supra note 48, at 63.

\textsuperscript{96} For a discussion of dualists and monists, see Melissa A. Waters, \textit{Creeping Monism: The Judicial Trend Toward Interpretive Incorporation of Human Rights Treaties}, 107 COLUM. L. REV. 628, 633 (2007). Waters argues that “creeping monism describes a phenomenon in which common law courts are abandoning their traditional dualist orientation and are beginning to utilize unincorporated human rights treaties in their work despite the absence of legislation giving domestic legal effect to the treaties.” Id. at 633.

\textsuperscript{97} Viral Acharya & T Sabri Onceu, A better way to design global financial regulation, VOX, http://www.voxeu.org/article/better-way-design-global-financial-regulation.

\textsuperscript{98} See \textit{id.}

\textsuperscript{99} Free zones of Upper Savoy and District of Gex (Fr. V. Switz.), 1932 P.C.I.J. (Series A/B) No. 46, at 167 (June 7).

\textsuperscript{100} Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties art. 27, Jan. 27, 1980, 1155 U.N.T.S. 331. Per discussion, see MALANCZUK, supra note 48, at 64.

\textsuperscript{101} See Henkin, \textit{supra} note 92, at 71.
in domestic governance.¹⁰²

Under traditional international law, treaties do not bind states until ratified by the relevant domestic actor, at which point they become fully realized legal obligations.¹⁰³ However, this broad language has been interpreted by American courts as not making American treaty commitments actionable before the judiciary unless, in ratifying the treaty, there has been a clear statement suggesting that the treaty is “self-executing.”¹⁰⁴ Congress has found this doctrine to its liking as well. In recent years, the Senate has frequently stipulated that the President could not consider a treaty ratified until Congress has passed implementing legislation.¹⁰⁵

This practice by Congress is aggressively dualist—but, of course, it parallels the entirely dualist nature of IFR, which does not involve Congress (or public international law). The dualist nature of the IFR regime is part and parcel of its reliance for legitimation from the domestic agencies that are the members of the international policy-making networks. And it is consistent with the American view of how other forms of international legal obligation work—but not really with the monist view of public international law.

This is not to say that monism does not exist, or is a sham, but it does show how important dualism is to the broader picture of international governance, and how it may perhaps be an underappreciated component in public international law.

5. Conclusion

The reliance on domestic institutions in international governance is reflective of the relatively disaggregated way that the state has been changing.¹⁰⁶ Rather than one billiard ball of state-level interests, states contain multitudes; looking inside the state is necessary for international law

¹⁰³. Edward T. Swaine, Unsigning, 55 STAN. L. REV. 2061, 2066 (2003) (“The history of the law of treaties, greatly simplified, supports a shift in gravity from signature to ratification.”). The United States requires Senate ratification before any treaty can become part of domestic law. Other states have similar requirements; the United Kingdom requires an act of Parliament before a treaty can become domestic law. VALERIE EPPS & LORIE GRAHAM, EXAMPLES AND EXPLANATION: INTERNATIONAL LAW, (3rd ed. 2009). Moreover, the Constitution provides that “this constitution, and the laws of the United States which shall be made, or which shall be made, under the authority of the United States, shall be the supreme law of the land.” U.S. CONST. art. 6, cl. 2.
¹⁰⁴. See Medellin v. Texas, 552 U.S. 491, 491 (2008) (ruling that “[w]hile a treaty may constitute an international commitment, it is not binding domestic law unless Congress has enacted statutes implementing it or the treat itself conveys an intention that it be ‘self-executing’ and is ratified on that basis.”).
¹⁰⁵. EPPS & GRAHAM, supra note 109, § 3.13.1.
¹⁰⁶. For example, “[w]hen articulating domestic policies, mayors, governors, and members of state and city legislatures often look beyond their own borders for guidance and sometimes choose to affiliate their localities with transnational initiatives.” Judith Resnik, Foreign As Domestic Affairs: Rethinking Horizontal Federalism and Foreign Affairs Preemption in Light of Translocal Internationalism, 57 EMORY L.J. 31, 34 (2007).
scholars interested in IFR.\textsuperscript{107}

In doing so, they are drawing on insights made by distinguished observers of an earlier era. Phillip Jessup, for example, defined “transnational law” in 1956 as “all law which regulates actions or events that transcend national frontiers” and including “[b]oth public and private international law . . . [plus] other rules which do not wholly fit into such standard categories” to deal with the type of sub-treaty regulation that crosses borders, among other things.\textsuperscript{108}

By the same token, applying to international law the legal process approaches developed in domestic law in the 1950s produced articles and casebooks that went beyond the state to consider, such as constituents within states that pursued trade conflicts and decisions to abrogate sovereign contracts.\textsuperscript{109} By the 1970s, the legal focus shifted more to the private side of international legal relationships, with a particular emphasis on the role of multinational corporations. Steiner and Vagts’ \textit{Transnational Legal Problems} casebook essentially invented the field of international business transactions and has echoes in the below-the-state level coordination that characterizes network analysis from the legal perspective.\textsuperscript{110} Since then Slaughter’s network view has taken hold and has scholars appearing a little in, but mostly out, of international financial regulation.\textsuperscript{111}

This is not to suggest that international law in its classical variant is the same thing as IFR, but rather that the IFR, in appearing somewhat similar to way international law really works, underscores the importance of domestic institutions and making international commitments real commitments on which domestic actors can less rely. It is a lesson that many legal scholars have taken to heart.

\textsuperscript{107} E.g., Anne-Marie Slaughter, \textit{A Global Community of Courts}, 44 HARV. INT’L L.J. 1, 191 (2003) (examining the participation of different courts in the international litigation process and the impact such a development has on international politics); Anne-Marie Slaughter, \textit{Sovereignty and Power in a Networked World Order}, 40 STAN. J. INT’L L. 283, 285 (2004) (describing a “new sovereignty” in which nations need to possess “the capacity to participate in the international and transgovernmental regimes, networks, and institutions that are now necessary to allow governments to accomplish through cooperation with one another what they could once only hope to accomplish” under the traditional Westphalian conception of sovereignty).


\textsuperscript{110} HENRY J. STEINER & DETLEV VAGTS, \textit{Transnational Legal Problems} (Foundation Press ed., 2nd ed. 1976).

II. Coordination

A. Coordination as a Legal Value

One of the points of legal systems is to permit parties to coordinate their interests—contracts, for example, are premised on such interest confluence—but coordination is often viewed derisively by some critics in international law.112 These critics complain: why call it law if the parties to the project would have done it anyway?113 The idea is that if an arrangement can only exist if both parties benefit from it, then the arrangement must be unstable, and will be negated if either party concludes that its benefit is wanting. Can such win-win (as long as both parties are winning) arrangements really be called law?

The experience of IFR reminds that coordination games create comparative winners and losers, just as do contract claims.114 IFR also depends upon lawyers, and governs the practices of public agencies and private parties.115 Moreover, its implementation creates consequences, good and less good, for those who embrace it. How should we think about the legality of international law if it shares these consequences with IFR?

International law often comes in for a great deal of criticism based on its coordinative function.116 Posner and Goldsmith have raised questions about its customary variant in particular.117 They argue that “international law does not pull states toward compliance contrary to their interests. International law emerges from states pursuing their interests to achieve mutually beneficial outcomes, and it is sustained [only] to the degree to which it continues to serve those interests.”118

---

112. Moreover, aspects of international law are analogized to contracts. See Andrew T. Guzman, The Design of International Agreements, 16 EUR. J. INT’L L. 579, 585 (2005) (noting that the “analogy to contracts is useful because it offers a good starting point for the study of international agreements”).
118. Jack Goldsmith & Eric A. Posner, The New International Law Scholarship, 34 GA. J. INT’L & COMP. L. 463, 467 (2006). This view about international law come from a social scientific view of state interest focused on the rational actor. As Goldsmith and Posner have argued, “international law emerges from and is sustained by nations acting rationally to maximize their interests (i.e., their preferences over international relations outcomes), given their perception of the interests of other states, and the distribution of
Vermeule have also questioned its importance when international problems grow very severe, as they do in times of war or crisis.\textsuperscript{119}

The Goldsmith and Posner view builds on a rich tradition of political science skepticism about the merits of international law.\textsuperscript{120} A primary school in international relations—the rational choice realists—have always suspected that international law is nothing more than a meaningless exercise in labeling by hopeful academics and other hangers-on, a position articulated by Hans Morgenthau in the post-war period,\textsuperscript{121} and many others since.\textsuperscript{122} International relations realism, along with its legal sympathizers, treats states as self-interested unitary actors of varying strengths locked in an anarchic struggle to survive, and unconstrained by legal principle when it conflicts with self-interest.\textsuperscript{123}

But from the perspective of IFR, the anarchic struggle is not so obvious—not, at least, after four decades of effort to create international institutions capable of regulating world finance. In light of this experience, branding coordination enterprises as somehow unrelated to the project of international law—or international relations—seems bizarre.\textsuperscript{124} If, after state power.” \textit{Id.} at 463. Rather than hewing to international legal obligations because they are law, “self-interest and the logic of the strategic situation do a much better job of explaining the behaviors associated with international law.” Jack L. Goldsmith & Eric A. Posner, \textit{International Agreements: A Rational Choice Approach}, 44 \textit{Va. J. Int’l L.} 113, 134 (2003).


\textsuperscript{120}. See Jack L. Goldsmith & Eric A. Posner, \textit{A Theory of Customary International Law}, 66 U. Chi. L. Rev. 1113, 1114 n.2 (1999) (“Our approach has many affinities with the rational choice school in international relations.”)


\textsuperscript{122}. See KENNETH N. WALTZ, \textit{THEORY OF INTERNATIONAL POLITICS} 88 (1979) (stating that “[i]nternational systems are decentralized and anarchic”); see also ADAMSON HOEBEL, \textit{THE LAW OF PRIMITIVE MAN} (1967) (likening international law to systems like Eskimo law, with weak enforcement, self-help, and a lack of delegation to officials with authority).

\textsuperscript{123}. Many realists argue that international institutions have no effect on the important aspects of international life—namely, the competition between states. See John J. Mearsheimer, \textit{The False Promise of International Institutions}, 19 \textit{Int’l Security} 5, 7 (1994) (assessing three major international relations theories that assert the value of institutions—liberal institutionalism, collective security, and critical theory—and noting their logical flaws and inconsistencies with the historical record); John J. Mearsheimer, \textit{A Realist Reply}, 20 \textit{Int’l Security} 75, 82 (1995) (“Realists . . . believe that institutions cannot get states to stop behaving as short-term power maximizers . . . Institutional outcomes invariably reflect the balance of power. Institutions, realists maintain, do not have significant independent effects on state behavior.”).

\textsuperscript{124}. And not just from an IFR perspective, it is perhaps worth noting. See, e.g., Robert B. Ahdieh, \textit{Foreign Affairs, International Law, and the New Federalism: Lessons from Coordination}, 73 Mo. L. Rev. 1185, 1204 (2008) (“In many cases - and perhaps most - an essential expectation behind the externally directed coordination function of foreign affairs and international law is the coordination of rules and standards”); Mariano-Florentino Cuellar, \textit{Reflections on Sovereignty and Collective Security}, 40 \textit{Stan. J. Int’l L.} 211, 242 (2004) (“we can imagine at least two ways in which international law can enhance international peace and security: by directly reducing enforcement and compli-
all, is regulation, interpreted by lawyers, and devised by bureaucrats, via an increasingly legalized process. It looks a lot like law.

But at the same time, it emphasizes coordination. The rules must be agreed upon, rather than imposed. IFR operates through consensus, and its coercion mechanisms are modest and horizontal (as I discussed earlier, IFR relies upon peer review to police compliance by regulators with their international commitments).\textsuperscript{125}

But coordination has long made for law that anyone would recognize as “real.” And coordination has to occur at some equilibrium; that equilibrium may favor one interested party over others. The process of IFR is not only replete with winners and losers, but with compliance as well. One cannot ignore all cases where legal or regulatory instruments were deployed in the service of coordination and cooperation. Indeed, a large part of international law may be conceived of as law made in the service of enlarging pies, which might still be considered important and legal.

B. The Global Transformation of Accounting

Consider, as an example familiar to IFR, the sea change in the way that corporations report their results across the world—the global transformation of accounting standards.\textsuperscript{126} At some point in the not too distant future, the SEC will implement a new set of accounting standards: one devised in Europe, by European accountants and securities regulations, to European specifications, and consistent with European preferences.\textsuperscript{127} In doing so, it will repeal, amend, or ignore its formerly preferred standards: the Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP), which will wither

\textsuperscript{125} See supra notes 60–55 and accompanying text.


\textsuperscript{127} For more discussion, see Bratton, supra note 132, at 474 (“Ironically, a switch to IFRS would also allow management to reclaim some of the lost territory while simultaneously enhancing rents collected by its auditors.”); Cunningham, supra note 132, at 3 (noting the revolutionary nature of “the Securities and Exchange Commission’s willingness to jettison rules requiring companies to apply recognized U.S. accounting standards by inviting use of a new set of international standards created by a private London-based organization”). For a history of the International Accounting Standards Board, told from the perspective of a former SEC commissioner, see Roberta S. Karmel & Claire R. Kelly, The Hardening of Soft Law in Securities Regulation, 34 BROOK. J. INT’L L. 883, 901 (2009).
into desuetude. American regulators have grudgingly agreed to accept the standards soon.128

This international process will have affected the way that every public company in the world reports its results, and in doing so will have achieved an equilibrium that will force American regulators and companies to change their ways—it is, in short, a coordination game that American interest has played only grudgingly, and ultimately with little impact on the final product. But, of course, it will be worth it to have a set of accounting standards that work for all companies, be they based in Stockholm, Shanghai, or Schenectady.129 In this sense, accounting harmonization is a coordination game which benefitted everyone, but Europe in particular; Europe not only reaped the windfall of standard accounting, but also chose the standard itself.

The history of accounting standards coordination is an interesting one, filled with stops, starts, and conflict. In the 1980s, capital market regulators tentatively agreed to support an effort by professional accounting organizations to try for global harmonization of accounting rules.130 The effort proved controversial, as American regulators comfortable with the unique American approach to financial statements withdrew their support for the enterprise in the early 1990s.131

128. The proposed rule may be found on the SEC website. See SEC, http://www.sec.gov/ (last visited Nov. 18, 2014). Roadmap for the Potential Use of Financial Statements Prepared in Accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards by U.S. Issuers, 17 C.F.R. pt. 210, 229, 230, 240, 244, 249 (proposed Nov. 14, 2008) available at http://www.sec.gov/rules/proposed/2008/33-8982.pdf. The decision is not without controversy, however, and it is premature to declare that the commitment to IFRS by 2014 is absolute (though eventual commitment is probably inevitable). For a critique see Jill E. Fisch, Top Cop or Regulatory Flop? The SEC at 75, 95 VA. L. REV. 785, 805–06 (2009) (“The SEC engaged in a multi-year project in which it repeatedly promised to allow U.S. companies to use IFRS instead of GAAP. The market crisis likely delayed this move, but more important, it called into question the justifications for the move. IFRS offers issuers greater discretion with respect to financial reporting, thus reducing financial statement transparency.”).

129. For a discussion of the evolution of this process, see James D. Cox, Coping in A Global Marketplace: Survival Strategies for A 75-Year-Old SEC, 95 VA. L. REV. 941, 944 (2009) (“in fall 2008 the SEC placed the death of GAAP, at least for securities disclosures, on the agenda by proposing that ultimately all U.S. issuers must comply with IFRS. Increasingly, the SEC’s regulatory posture on financial reporting issues is one of accommodation to foreign issuers rather than its historical position of demanding obeisance to the U.S. way.”); Lawrence A. Cunningham, A Prescription to Retire the Rhetoric of “Principles-Based Systems” in Corporate Law, Securities Regulation, and Accounting, 60 VAND. L. REV. 1411, 1486–91 (2007) (focusing on the SEC’s willingness to adopt the international standards). See also David Zaring, Rulemaking and Adjudication in International Law, 46 COLUM. J. TRANSNAT’L L. 563, 611 (2008) (examining the “three characteristic ways that international regulators make rules”).


131. Cf. Lawrence A. Cunningham, A Prescription to Retire the Rhetoric of “Principle-Based Systems” in Corporate Law, Securities Regulation, and Accounting, 60 VAND. L. REV. 1411, 1486 (2007) (“Some form of competition has existed for years between the SEC/ FASB and the IFRS promulgators. The SEC historically provided international leadership
That exit, however, did not stop the process of devising common accounting standards. 132 Instead, the international efforts moved to Europe; the creation of international accounting standards after the SEC’s rejection has been managed by the International Accounting Standards Board, a London-based public-private arrangement created in 2001. 133 IASB has devised a set of accounting standards, the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), which have enjoyed quick adoption in European and other countries. 134 IFRS was essentially created without American participation. 135 It has, in the course of the last decade, become the favored accounting system in almost every relevant country in the world, save one. 136 IFRS growth, as Stavros Gadinis has shown, has hypertrophied in the past two decades. It is, at least nominally, the world’s new accounting system. 137

And therefore, perhaps unsurprisingly, IFRS is rather different from American accounting rules. It is a principle-based, rather than rule-based accounting system, in that it is less technical than traditional American accounting. IFRS relies more on the holism concept of *gestalt*, applying this principle to assess the accuracy of a company’s returns. 138 Accounting firms have developed treatises on the differences between IFRS and GAAP; 139 among other things, IFRS takes a different view about when accounting matters, filling the lacuna that exists in the international arena, which lacks a centralized power . . . In accounting, the SEC and FASB use diplomacy to influence promulgators of alternative accounting systems in a process in which the SEC both exerts political pressure and succumbs to it."


assets must be “marked to market” (an important question for banks and other institutions that have the capacity of holding those assets for long terms).140

As foreign jurisdictions have gained more and more of the business of floating stocks and bonds and raising capital, American capital market regulators have given up hoping that they might do so in ways consistent with the complicated GAAP.141 The capitulation to GAAP is still ongoing, but from the multidecade perspective of states, it has been rapid.142 The SEC has permitted foreign companies that list on American stock markets to use IFRS to file their American annual and quarterly reports.143 The agency, along with the CFTC, also intends to make IFRS an option for any company that chooses to use it by 2014.144 Before long, the SEC will permit its publicly traded companies to report their results through IFRS;145 the only question is when, and how much, the agency and American accountants will be able to affect the end result of IFRS. As such, American companies will find that the accounting returns that they are legally required to provide will have changed into something American regulators and accountants did not choose. The result—a global system of accounting—will be cheered by American financial officers, but it will not have been done on American terms.

If this sea change in the way American businesses do business cannot be described as law, then it is difficult to know what law, precisely, is. Yet
it has been created by IFR, a system that depends upon the coordination of interests, rather than upon the legal commitment of a treaty.

C. Conclusion

Accounting is technical, and acronyms like GAAP v. IFRS daunt almost as much as they reveal what, exactly, to what the distinction amounts between rules-based and principles-based accounting. But the import of the triumph of IFRS can be gleaned by abstracting away from it, and from the details of accounting. The commitment to an international effort in accounting has worked a sea change in the way that companies report their results, and the sea change has come without much American involvement—even though it will, in the near future, affect American companies as much as anyone else.

It is, in short, a win-win coordination game that has benefited some more than others. Looking at international law through an IFR lens prompts the observer to consider just how much international law—often shorthanded as a mechanism for states to contract with one another, after all—is comprised of this sort of coordination. International law has been quite a successful mechanism for resolving some of the cross-border externalities created by a globalizing world, with its problems of environmental degradation, economic contamination, and trade and investment. Here, international law, and indeed often international soft law—taking on many international legal characteristics—coordinates outcomes among states that simply must be resolved through a variety of institutional arrangements. In environmental law, it has often been a treaty; the same goes for international trade. For IFR, networks and soft legal institutions have been the recourse.

In each of these cases, it is impossible to imagine the existence of an international police force, or indeed that many countries would care enough about the issues presented to mobilize their own soldiers to compel their counterparties to obey. Yet it is in these areas where international law has created a welter of regimes that affect what we do. While almost none of these regimes has the power to impose losses on participants, it is nonetheless the case that coordination creates some winners who win more than others, as IFR exemplifies.

III. Contestation

Can a legal system claim to be a system if its rules cannot be reduced to writing? International lawyers have traditionally appeared to worry that the answer is no. The search for rules that are reducible to writing is one of the features of classic international legal scholarship, which has made rulewriting one of its highest aspirations. Countless articles identify

147. Hence, the various Restatements of international law and the work of the International Law Commission. For a discussion of the ILC, see Jill McC. Watson, The Inte-
new international norms. Puissant scholars in particular might be gar-
landed with appointment to the International Law Commission, where
they would be charged with writing international law, at least in draft
form, for states to consider adopting. And Article 38(2) of the Statute of
the International Court of Justice gives scholarly writings the same status—as secondary sources of international law—as judicial opinions.

But perhaps international law, and less formal versions of interna-
tional governance, express principles, but do so through an iterated pro-
cess of principle revisitation. Rather than fixing rules in stone, IFR
changes its baselines all the time. The question is whether more formal
variants of public international law are so different.

A. Ever Evolving International Governance

The traditional vision of the scholarly role in international law exposi-
tion is one that posits international law as reducible to rules, if one thinks
it through carefully enough—a vision that may stem from the work of the
natural law aficionados that founded the discipline. In the 17th cen-
tury, Hugo Grotius argued that the fundamental tenets of international law
could be derived from principles of justice that had a validity transcending
time and context and that could be discovered through reason. Grotius
believed that natural law, and thus the international law which depends
upon it, “would have a degree of validity even if we should concede that
which cannot be conceded without the utmost wickedness, that there is no
God, or that the affairs of men are of no concern to Him.”

The search for the rules of international law has accordingly been an
abiding passion for legal theorists. But it also threatens to set overly
precise standards for a discipline that, on account of its horizontal struc-
ture, is likely to arrive at those sorts of standards very slowly, and only

150. Statute of the International Court of Justice art. 38 para 2.
155. Shen, supra note 148 at 289.
after much disagreement, tentative agreement, and revisitation of the issue. As Peter Malanczuk has observed of international law: “The horizontal system of law operates in a different manner from a centralized one and is based on principles of reciprocity and consensus rather than on command, obedience, and enforcement.”

This is not a surprise to observers of IFR. The horizontal nature of international financial regulation means that it resembles an argument more than it does a list of rules, and reflection on the way it works suggests that the desire to fix international law principles on ratified paper should, perhaps, be tempered. After all, neither IFR nor public international law offers a monopoly on violence (which makes them different from a conventionally Weberian definition of a legal system). And, like IFR, public international law features ambitious claims about what the law requires, and plenty of pushback against those ambitious claims by skeptics of legal evolution—regardless of what legal scholars and the ILC identify as evolving.

International financial regulators frequently appear to agree about very little. They meet and argue about the sorts of rules that they would like to impose across the world’s financial markets. The debates can be heated. Agreement is difficult. And when there is resolution on issues—when, say, a capital adequacy rule meets with consensus by the world’s banking regulators—the issue must be revisited when the facts require, as they often do. For example, the capital adequacy accord promulgated by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision—the signature achievement of IFR—has gone through three complete revampings, as well as other intermediate clarifications and reconceptualizations that are

157. Max Weber explains that the government “upholds the claim to the monopoly of the legitimate use of physical force in the enforcement of its order.” 1 Max Weber, Economy and Society 54 (Guenther Roth & Claus Wittich eds., 1978). For a discussion, see Benedict Sheehy & Jackson N. Maogoto, The Private Military Company-Unraveling the Theoretical, Legal & Regulatory Mosaic, 15 ILSA J. INT’L & COMP. L. 147, 164 (2008) (“It is the State’s monopoly of violence that underpins the international legal system and justifies the emphasis on State sovereignty”).
160. See id.
161. As Singer observed, the United States and Britain nearly abandoned the process of devising the first capital adequacy accord. See Singer, supra note 10, at 36–67.
162. See supra note 116 and accompanying text.
almost too numerous to mention. Students of IFR do not think that the accord is unimportant even though it is constantly revisited—indeed, IFR is structured to make that sort of revisitation constant.

In international financial supervision, we have seen at the beginning only limited work, like efforts by regulators to stay in touch with one another, and to divide responsibilities over multijurisdictional financial enterprises. That was then paired with efforts to cooperate across borders—but only to assist financial regulators in carrying out their domestic responsibilities. Later still came deeper and more far-reaching efforts to do things in the same way and with the same approach. This evolving sort of cooperation was first done through core principles of financial institutional supervision (these “Principles” are quite short, broadly defined guidelines that every regulator is meant to apply to its own organization and to the regulated industry within its purview; they come in numbers of 21, 28, or occasionally as many as 40 and are one of the first acts of every financial regulatory network).

In some cases, the supervision has become even more elaborately cooperative, and has resulted in the creation of complex rule systems that

---

168. The International Association of Deposit Insurers, with the assistance of the Basel Committee, came up with 21 core principles of effective deposit insurance administration. See Int’l Ass’n of Deposit Insurers, Core Principles for Effective Deposit Insurance Systems (Feb. 29, 2008), http://www.iadi.org/docs/Core_Principles_final_29_Feb_08.pdf for the complete list.
170. The FATF has 40 standards designed to combat money laundering, to which it has added nine designed to stymie terrorism financing. For the complete list of standards, see International Standards on Combating Money Laundering and the Financing of Terrorism & Proliferation – the FATF Recommendations, The FATF (Feb. 16, 2012) http://www.fatf-gafi.org/topics/fatfrecommendations/documents/internationalstandardsoncombatingmoneylaunderingandthefinancingofterrorismproliferation-thefatfrecommendations.html.

The Basel III Capital Accord is an example of this kind of international regulation, as are the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) that are being adopted by most securities regulators and promulgated by the International Accounting Standards Board with assistance and government input from the International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO).\footnote{172}{For more on the IFRS, see supra notes 143–144 and accompanying text.}

Of course, progress in IFR, like in its domestic counterpart and in many other international problems, is periodic, sporadic, and prompted by crisis. The Basel Committee was founded after a banking crisis in 1974.\footnote{173}{Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, \textit{A brief history of the Basel Committee} (Oct. 2014), http://www.bis.org/bcbs/history.pdf.}

Its most recent iteration of capital adequacy rules, the so-called Basel III, was prompted by the latest global financial crisis that emanated from the collapse in American housing prices.\footnote{174}{See id.}

Throughout this period, innovation in finance has created brand new markets—derivatives trading has only become a big business in the last twenty years—and is getting, if anything, even more global.\footnote{175}{As former CFTC chair Brooksley Born observed, “\[d\]uring the past decade, the world derivatives markets have grown exponentially in size and importance.” Brooksley Born, \textit{International Regulatory Responses to Derivatives Crises: The Role of the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission}, 21 Nw. J. Int'l L. & Bus. 607, 608 (2001).}

Regulators have struggled to keep pace, and doing so has required them to constantly move the targets and goalposts of their missions.\footnote{176}{See generally id.}

Other international lawyers might benefit from thinking about their own bailiwicks through a paradigm of revisitation, rather than one that looks for a Restatement-like fixity of rules. International law fosters a debate about bedrock commitments more often than it might appear. It might be useful to think of public international law, like IFR, as that which resolves questions over obligation through contestation rather than through mandate.

Thinking of public international law in this way insulates it from the persistent criticism that it is often breached, without consequence to the breaching party. This critique is surely true; even if states observe most of their treaty obligations most of the time,\footnote{177}{As Louis Henkin has memorably observed, “[m]ost nations observe most international law most of the time.” \textit{Louis Henkin, How Nations Behave} 47 (2nd ed. 1979).}

in any particular time and, indeed, in particularly important times, powerful states may break their legal obligations in the interests of their national security or other national priorities. Well-known American examples of this phenomenon include the recent airstrikes in Libya, one pursuant to an aggressive interpretation of a United Nations Security Council resolution,\footnote{178}{The coalition bombing of Libya has elicited conflicting responses. For a discussion of the different positions, see Robert Booth, \textit{Libya: Coalition Bombing May Be in
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International Court of Justice’s decision in the *Nicaragua Harbors* case.\(^{179}\) Indeed, Jonathan Charney has argued that customary international law, if it ever changes, must go through periods of noncompliance where states break rules and adopt new ones in an effort to encourage their peers to do the same.\(^{180}\)

While some argue that occasional noncompliance by the powerful means that international law is not very relevant to the interactions of states,\(^{181}\) others recognize that all those lawyers deployed and all the time spent on legal instruments must amount to something.\(^{182}\) Thinking of international law in this way—as a way of debating values without expecting uniform compliance with these values—explains some of the potential of international law a bit more persuasively, and it also illuminates some of the tensions behind something that occasionally looks like a pitfall of inter-

---


\(^{181}\) This argument is perhaps most often associated with Jack Goldsmith and Eric Posner. See, e.g., Jack L. Goldsmith & Eric A. Posner, *The Limits of International Law* 225 (2005) (“International law is a real phenomenon, but international scholars exaggerate its power and significance”). And it has plenty of real world examples. The American use of force in Kosovo, for example, probably breached formal international law.

national legal scholarship: where thoughtful academics announce the discovery of new favored rights, such as rights to be free of war, to be free of want, or to access healthcare. It is better to think of this work as an effort to start a debate, rather than deriving a proof.

The point is not meant to be an overly constructivist one. Constructivists argue that legal meaning is created through communities of like-minded thought, rather than from any logical necessity; it is a sociological, arguably “soft” form of obligation that turns more on thought process than on external requirement. But this Article is not a constructivist enterprise; it recognizes that legal obligation, when it crosses borders, is not always relative, and not always supported by nothing more than a bit of feeling among elites. But recognizing the negotiated nature of a govern-


184. See Aravind R. Ganesh, The Right to Food and Buyer Power, 11 GERMAN L.J. 1190 (2010) (arguing that “excessive buyer power” creates “harms suffered by farmers are serious enough as to constitute violations of the international human right to food”).


186. I associate the constructivist element of political science mostly with a strand of international relations heterodoxy, see, e.g., JAMES FEARON & ALEXANDER WENDT, RATIONALISM V. CONSTRUCTIVISM: A SKEPTICAL VIEW, IN HANDBOOK OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 52 (Walter Carlsnaes, Thomas Risse & Beth A. Simmons eds., 2004). It has found its way into the international legal literature as well, see Ryan Goodman & Derek Jinks, How To Influence States: Socialization and International Human Rights Law, 54 DUKE L.J. 621 (2004). For a discussion, see David Zaring, Regulating by Repute, 110 MICH. L. REV. 1003, 1018 (2012). I have elsewhere observed that “difficult-to-enforce international norms have always required an internationalization of those norms by domestic administrative agencies charged with giving teeth to these agreements and accords of international regulators. And that in turn probably requires some confidence in the effectiveness and wisdom of the international legal institution.” David Zaring, International Institutional Performance in Crisis, 10 C H I J. INT’L L. 475, 503 (2010).

187. Political scientists have long considered how international relationships can be formed through “epistemic communities” rooted in common understandings of problems. For an introduction to the literature, see Knowledge, Power, and International Policy Coordination, 46 INT’L ORG. 1 (Winter 1992), a special issue of the journal International Organization that was devoted to epistemic communities. An in-depth discussion of epistemic communities is beyond the scope of this Article, though it is worth noting that there are some similarities between IFROs and these communities. The technical nature of the work, the regularity of the meetings, and the neutral forum at which those meetings are held contribute to an atmosphere where bureaucrats can obtain transnational loyalties. As Tony Porter has concluded, such bureaucratic loyalty, as opposed to national loyalty, can be found in the Basel Committee. See TONY PORTER, STATES, MARKETS, AND REGIMES IN GLOBAL FINANCE 81 (1993) (describing the evolution of international financial regulation from a political science perspective, with particular attention to the Basel Committee); see also David Zaring, International Law by Other Means: The Twilight Existence of International Financial Regulatory Organizations, 33 TEX. INT’L L.J. 281, 330 (1998) (noting the possibility of developing and using international administrative law and procedure to oversee rulemaking by transnational regulatory organizations).
ance regime is not meant to deny that there is legal obligation present in the international system.

B. Contestation in Finance and Crime

One useful way of looking at what various parts of international law are supposed to do is to think about the fundamental question that those components are meant to answer. For IFR, the institution builders and rule makers are asking, “What does a safe and sound global financial system require?” Answering that question has been a negotiated process. It is not one which reaches a terminal result but one that evolves over time—which is why the international financial system is replete with the re-evaluation of standards.

The Financial Stability Board, for example, uses peer review to check on the commitment of its members and counterparties to the coordinated outcomes meant to be created through financial regulatory cooperation. Peer review exemplifies the negotiated nature of IFR because, like all other sorts of peer review, it inquires into, rather than demands allegiance to, the values of the system.189

In this way, there has never been a time where the question “what does a safe and sound global financial system require?” has been clearly and unanimously answered. And of course, throughout all of these evolutions in the style and degree of international governance made, regulators have pursued their own interests and the interests of the industries they oversee—indeed, many political scientists, such as David Singer and Abraham Newman, have identified this sort of state influence as being a critical component in explaining the content of the rules of IFR.190

188. The Board is, in conjunction with the IMF, dedicating a substantial portion of its resources to “peer review,” designed to see that its member countries are making progress towards implementing the programs that it has pursued internationally. These peer reviews feature self-reporting by the regulators to other members of the FSB, and are paired with, and modeled off of, the IMF’s own Financial Sector Assessment Program. Jeffery Atik, Basel II: A Post-Crisis Post-Mortem, 19 TRANSNAT’L L. & CONTEMP. PROBS. 731, 758 (2011) (describing the IMF program). The IMF describes the purpose of the program as “a comprehensive and in-depth analysis of a country’s financial sector. See The Financial Sector Assessment Program (FSAP), INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND http://www.imf.org/external/np/ext/facts/fsap.htm (last updated Sept. 30, 2014).

189. For a discussion of peer review, see J. B. Ruhl & James Salzman, In Defense of Regulatory Peer Review, 38 ENVTL. L. REP. NEWS & ANALYSIS 10553, 10554 (2008) (“Like scientific peer review, the review and critique would be conducted prior to the agency’s final decision by qualified, independent experts who have no pecuniary or other conflict of interest in the outcome of the agency’s decision.”). For criticism of the peer review process, at least as applied to the world of international trade law, see Lars Noah, “Republicanism”: Expert Peer Review and the Quest for Regulatory Deliberation, 49 EMBORY L.J. 1033, 1064–65 (2000).

190. See David Bach & Abraham Newman, Transgovernmental Cooperation and Domestic Policy Convergence: Power, Information, and the Global Quest Against Insider Trading, 36 (2009), http://ssrn.com/abstract=1450395 (concluding that “[l]ead regulators are able to use their relationships to promote policy export and shape foreign legislative agendas . . . underscore[ing] the crucial, yet theoretically and empirically neglected role that power plays within transgovernmental relations.”); see Singer, supra note 10 (arguing that Basel in particular was a product of agitation from American
In sum, instead of iron rules, fixed and permanent, representing platoonic ideals of sound international governance that might be fixed in print by legal scholars, financial regulation is a messy debate. But in this way it really may not be different than other kinds of more formal international laws.

One could look at perhaps the most active area of public international law over the last 20 years—international criminal law—and analyze it quite similarly. It too, has an animating question—what activities by states and individuals should be regarded as international crimes?—the answer to which is a subject of debate, even after the Rome Statute criminalized terms like “atrocities” and “aggression” and attempted to define them. But even after the treaty’s conclusion, there is a great deal of negotiation about what should be beyond the pale and what should be regretfully tolerated as hardly unprecedented state and leader conduct.

Consider the crime of aggression. First mentioned in the London Charter governing the Nuremburg trials, aggression was included in a laundry list of “crimes against peace;” ever since, it has been difficult to discern where the outer bounds of such a crime lie. The United Nations General Assembly adopted a resolution on the definition of aggression, one that included both a general definition and a list of examples of aggression crimes, in 1974. The general definition provided that “Aggression is the use of armed force by a State against the sovereignty, territorial integrity or political independence of another State, or in any other manner inconsistent with the Charter of the United Nations.” The specifics include...

and British banks worried about competition from Japanese banks that, it was felt, operated under significantly less onerous regulatory requirements, especially requirements related to the amount of capital reserves required).


192. As Muneer Ahmed has argued, the debate is “epitomized by the ever-shifting nature of such seemingly bedrock questions as who is an ‘enemy combatant’ and what is a ‘war crime’; so long as the political context in which rights reside can be redefined, so, too, can the rights themselves.” Muneer I. Ahmad, Resisting Guantanamo: Rights at the Brink of Dehumanization, 103 NW. U. L. REV. 1683, 1740 (2009). As William Fenrick has observed,

As a general statement, although it is relatively easy to identify which types of acts constitute war crimes, it is often quite difficult to spell out the elements of individual offenses because substantial portions of international humanitarian law are expressed at a high level of abstraction or generality and because many offenses have rarely, if ever, been prosecuted in criminal courts. This problem is particularly apparent where the law of the Hague is concerned.


195. Id. art. 1.
blockades, airstrikes, and more capacious and arguable provisions such as “allowing [] territory . . . to be used by [another] State for perpetrating an act of aggression against a third,” or “substantial involvement” in the “sending” of “armed bands.” The resolution has unsurprisingly been criticized ever since as “both too narrow and too broad.”

International criminal lawyers hoped that the meaning of the international crime of aggression would be settled by the international process that defined international criminal law and created a tribunal to interpret and enforce it. But, while the Rome Statute listed the crime of aggression as a cause of action over which the ICC would have jurisdiction, it was not until 2010 that the meaning of the term “aggression” was defined. Then, at a Rome Statute review conference held in Uganda, the parties to the statute, after years of debate and negotiation, settled—after a fashion—on a definition. Article 8 bis defines the crime of aggression as, among other things, “the planning, preparation, and initiation or execution, by a person in a position effectively to exercise control over or to direct a political or military activity of a state, of an act of aggression which, by its character, gravity and scale, constitutes a manifest violation of the charter of the United Nations.” The article also includes a laundry list of activities that do qualify, ranging from invasion to infiltration.

In this way, although international criminal law is both at the heart and at the cutting edge of public international law, the parallels between its form of governance and that of IFR are striking even as the provenance of their legality differentiates them. Aggression remains one of the least defined and most debated aspects of international criminal law, and while this Article is not the place to try to sort out what, precisely, aggression is or should be, its indeterminateness is one of its features. This ambiguity is one of the reasons why the development of international criminal law provokes support (because of the idea that it can potentially evolve), and opposition (for the same reason). And if that is the case, it underscores the

---

196. Id. art 3.
199. See id. at 119.
202. Id.
203. An American example of skepticism is provided by Jack Goldsmith’s embrace of the term “lawfare,” which in his view is the use of criminal and other tools of international law to disempower American foreign policy. JACK GOLDSMITH, THE TERROR PRESIDENCY: LAW AND JUDGMENT INSIDE THE BUSH ADMINISTRATION 58–59 (2007). As Susan Carle has explained, the concept comes from Donald Rumsfeld: “The overarching theme Professor Goldsmith wants to promote, echoing Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld’s concept of “lawfare,” is that government actors find themselves in a bind when they are forced to juggle political pressures to be effective along with liability concerns that con-
parallels between the negotiated and debated nature of informal international regulation like IFR and the much more formal public international law represented by the Rome Statute and its court.

Just as with financial regulation, state interest goes into this negotiation. Despite the creation of dispute resolution processes and tribunals, much of what international criminal law is also turns on its own stylized process of peer review, whereby multiple states act in judgment of the delicts committed by their peer states in the dock. The similarities go on from there—just as IFR is developed through financial crises, the mechanisms of criminal law have been prompted by atrocities.

The iterative nature of important concepts is not just limited to definition. The International Criminal Tribunal for Yugoslavia handled a different set of war crimes cases than did the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda, with the ICTY focusing more on leaders, and the ICTR on mid-level participants in the hostilities.204

Accordingly, the nature of the debates in IFR or in international criminal law need not look like an unrealistically pious search for truth. In both cases, of course, state interest play important roles in determining content and participation. The United States has stayed out of the ICC because it worries about the consequences for its soldiers posted abroad.205 American regulators, along with their British counterparts, first pursued a capital adequacy agreement in IFR because the American and British banking industries were worried that they would be unable to compete with large Japanese banks.206 No one would suggest that, simply because IFR and international law work through contestation and disagreement, that self-interest is abandoned. Indeed, self-interest explains why the dialogue is constant and the disagreements often sharp.

Moreover, the contestation is underscored by the consensus orientation of both IFR and international law more generally. The constant undercurrent of debate and revisitation; the need to convince everyone most of the time, is a feature of both IFR and international law. For IFR, the taste appears to be driven by the desire for harmonization, the need to motivate domestic agencies to want such harmonization, and the inclination to ensure a buy-in.207 International law’s preference for consensus is
presumably rooted in its (not always explicable) commitment to the idea of sovereign equality of nations, the idea that Vanuatu and China are functionally similar in the eyes of the law.\textsuperscript{208} In both cases, the desire for consensus is driven by the horizontal nature of global governance.\textsuperscript{209}

This insight is not meant to be fundamental rethinking of what international law is all about. Instead, it aims merely to remind legal scholars that despite the predilection for doctrinal analysis, and particularly for the doctrinal analysis of insecure international lawyers, precision and reduction to writing have often been favored. But in reality, international governance happens through imprecision and constant revisitation.

Conclusion

Because of the importance of coordination, contestation, and domestic institutions, international law looks more like international financial regulation than one might expect. The comparison underscores the horizontal nature of international legal obligation and emphasizes the way that soft law, in the international system, has more similarities to hard law than one might expect, given that the concepts were conceived as opposites.\textsuperscript{210} These insights are the kind still ignored by leading textbooks of interna-
tional law. But they have not always been. The New Haven School argued that international law was more than doctrine, and should better be understood as a process of authoritative decisionmaking. Myres McDougal and Harold Lasswell, the founders of the school, wrote that “our chief interest is in the legal process, by which we mean the making of authoritative and controlling decisions.”\(^{211}\) And their disciples agreed. “[I]nternational law is most realistically observed, not as a mere rigid set of rules but as the whole process of authoritative decision in which patterns of authority and patterns of control are appropriately conjoined,” argued Eisuke Suzuki.\(^{212}\) No less an authority than World Court judge Rosalyn Higgins agreed that “international law is a process, a system of authoritative decision-making, . . . a process for resolving problems.”\(^{213}\)

It is an attractive approach to international law—rather than seeking doctrine where the doctrine is necessarily contested (and always has been, when it comes to international law), the New Haven school sensibly inquired what would be the organs making those decisions that are seen as legally required.

By the same token, it is the process of transforming international policy to domestic regulation that illustrates the critical role of sub-state actors in making international law, in either its hard or soft variants, into any sort of law at all. The process of coordination around a mutually beneficial standard is also a turn to process, rather than content. The continual debate and revision of principles, too, is a function of process, rather than any particular piece of substantive regulation.

The New Haven School has largely been forgotten because of its inability to pick from far too many methods of investigating the international


\(^{212}\) Eisuke Suzuki, The New Haven School of International Law: An Invitation to a Policy-Oriented Jurisprudence, 1 Yale J. World Pub. Ord. 1, 30 (1974). See also John Norton Moore, Prolegomenon to the Jurisprudence of Myres McDougal and Harold Lasswell, 54 Va. L. Rev. 662, 667 (1968) (“the most useful conception of law is a broad one encompassing the entire process by which judges, legislators, litigants and many others pursue particular values through the whole panoply of authoritative community decision-making.”).

\(^{213}\) Rosalyn Higgins, Problems and Process: International Law and How we Use it 267 (1994). See also Harold Hongju Koh, Is There A “New” New Haven School of International Law?, 32 Yale J. Int’l L. 559, 573 (2007) (“The New Haven school does not describe the world’s different community decision processes through a dichotomy of national and international law, in terms of the relative supremacy of one system of rules or other interrelations of rules. Instead, it describes them in terms of the interpenetration of multiple processes of authoritative decision of varying territorial compass.”)
system. Its explicitly utopian streak did it little good. But process need not be only interrogated with a value system favoring world peace at its forefront.

The New Haven School recognized that international legal procedure is what it is: fuzzy, varied, and often, quite ad hoc. It is similarities in process that animates each of the three lessons IFR has for public international law considered in this Article. As it turns out, IFR depends upon domestic agencies, the values of coordination, and a commitment to updating that renders it rather unfixed. Those characteristics animate a great deal of international law as well.